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SCIENTOLOGY BOOMING IN ENGLAND
With the arrival of L. Ron Hubbard in London, Scientology took a sudden 

upcurve abroad, hit all at once by the new processes accumulated during many 
months in the United States. Ronrs first public lecture in London not only 
filled ail entire theatre, but sold out all of its standing room arid turned 
many people'away at the door.

Meeting with the London auditors, Ron gave them a rapid run-down on 
modern processes and sent them out to clean up all the cases which had been 
bogged down in the British Isles in the last two years. In subsequent meet
ings, reports were coming in that this was being done, and that it was being 
done successfully. The immediate goal is to leave no case bogged down in all 
of British Scientology.

The lack of accurate psychometric testing in the British Isles has de
nied the British auditor knowledge of how well his preclears had'actually ' 
been doing. Auditors in the U.8.A., at least those around the H.A.S.T. have 
not been ignorant of the fact that even older .processes were obtaining twenty 
to thirty points gain in intelligence, in every preclear processed. The 
availability of this psychometric testing gave reality to the results of 
processing; In the face of psychometrics, no preclear can get away with the 
story that nothing has happened to him during auditing, and no auditor can 
get away with’ the fact that something really did happen when nothing "did.

Lecturing and writing and busy with welcoming parties, L. Ron has still 
been able to keep his communication lines going to some degree to the United 
States, despite his momentary absence. However, these lines are now being 
forwarded on to him as he will be in London several more weeks before his 
return to America. . . •

Ron is very confident in the stability of the Washington operation, 
'knowing that during his absence, he has on deck one of the best instructors 
Dianetics and Scientology has ever had, Dave Murray, and the finest processing 
director in Scientology history, Dr. Julia Lewis. The auditors at the center, 
all hand-trained by himself, are continuing their good work, and are getting 
fine results.

In view of the fact .that one of the squirrel publications in Great
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Britain, "The Fiscal Grief Charge" recently predicted that Scientology was 
on the wane. This enormous resurgence and welcome to L, Ron demonstrates 
how we can best measure our evidences of success - squirrel predictions, 
read in reverse.

WHAT ARE YOU GOING TO DO ABOUT IT?
Scientology has several problems it really shouldn’t have. These are 

third and fourth dynamic problems. It should be enough that a science devel
oped for the good of Man, and given freely into his knowledge, should simply 
be itself disseminated as itself, and without further intrusion into world 
affairs, but it so happens that the people of Dianetics and Scientology have 
an interest in the playing field called earth. Looking broadly about, one does 
not find very many people interested in the preservation of this playing 
field, They do not believe that it is their responsibility. The government 
of country A does not believe it is their responsibility; the government of 
country B does not believe it is their responsibility. It is very possible, 
from the view of a survey recently conducted, that there will be no actual 
forward effort at any time, anywhere, to modify the threatened havoc of the 
atom bomb, unless it is done quietly and effectively by a group which is int
erested beyond the interest of governments.

It is the belief of Scientology that no government should be inter
fered with. When a government is changed, it is changed to resume its old 
shape. No revolution is successful. It is a maxim of Scientology that if a 
Scientologist is trained within the boundaries of Libya, he is expected to 
follow out the training and beliefs of his nationality, and to support to the 
last degree his own government. Similarly, a Scientologist of the U.S.A. or a 
Scientologist of Great Britain is expected to support his own government to 
the fullest possible extent. Any and all changes which occur by reason of more 
knowledge occur along the lines of evolution and not along the lines of revolu
tion. Therefore, Scientology is so far from seeking changes in governments 
that it would contest to the ability of every last communication line any 
threatened change in any government anywhere.

However, there is something which is above nationality today. It is 
even above the level of the United Nations which has proven its inability to 
handle the problems. Man is confronted with a weapon of such magnitude and 
range that unless some solution appears for this weapon, Man will cease to 
exist, and all life may cease to exist upon this planet.

How does one then influence a problem of this magnitude beyond the level 
of nations?

The answer to this problem is communication. We have seen that an area 
of enturbulence ceases to exist as soon as communication is levelled into it. 
True, the area has a tendency to explode somewhat in our faces before it as-ises, 
and tames. However, the answers to such problems as the atomic bomb lie in the 
problem of communication.
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The communication of more, knowledge, the communication of better abilities 
itself could bring about this change in time. However, we may not have this 
much time before us. Therefore, it is better that we communicate specifically 
upon the problem of the atomic bomb itself, and this is what we ask the peoples 
of the world as our communication, "What are you going to do about it?" By 
communicating, and by signalizing the fact that no one is taking active respon
sibility for it, it may be that we can bring about vast significant changes upon 
the third dynamic.

There is a great deal of technology associated with this. Communication 
lines of great magnitude are necessary, but all these things are at this 
moment in preparation. We have never beheld a more sweeping forward look than 
we have at this .time. There is no reason to suppose that we will fail. We 
know the thing not to do, and that is nothing.

We are not a group or organization dedicated exclusively to the bringing 
about of peace, but we are forced by our own impulses of self-preservation to 
take a hand in this game which seems too big even for nations to play. Nations 
cannot play this game because nations are not individuals. We are individuals 
and we know we are individuals, therefore, we can communicate to the world upon 
this problem without defying our own nationalities or enturbulating or upset
ting the course of nations themselves. The bomb is bigger than nations and we 
ourselves as individuals, any one of us, have greater co-ordinative abilities 
than nations themseves. Thus the responsibility is ours, thus our campaign.
We will tell you more- about- t h i s W e  are in. deadly -earnest. .We have for the 
first, time a good solid and workable answer to the problem of the atomic bomb, 
and we mean to use it. We know that if we communicate on the subject, we will 
be rewarded by solution to this gravest threat Man has ever had. We mean to 
do it. That's the way it is.

Ron

Dianetics: Evolution Of A Science 
a best seller

Next "ABILITY BOOK" already at 
the Printer's!

T-H-E- C-O-A-U-D-IfT-O-R’S M-A-N-U-A-L 0-F S-C-I-E-N-T-O-L-O-g-Y
by L. Ron Hubbard and John Sanborn

The one-buck-to-members, two-to-others Scientology books are coming along 
very well, with Dianetics: The Evolution Of A Science going out at the rate Of 
many orders per day, and now on a sales increase. And with the next book; of 
the series already at the printers, where the production is guaranteed to your 
H.A.S.I. headquarters in ten days. ' i'

This completely new book is the first ever written specifically for co
auditing teams. The Co-Auditor's Manual as first thought of was planned as a
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fairly (but not too) light battery of processes for people of varied degrees of 
experience, ranging from "book auditor", to "old-time grizzley book auditor", to 
long-ago trained auditor, to the up-to-date Spiritual Counselor and Scientology 
Group Leader.

Well, when we got somewhere along in the writing of this manual, we began 
to improve our estimate of the amount of hoss-power,. guts, velocity, and ability 
that is represented by the guys and gals in the field. And we .kept improving 
it, to the point where the Co-Auditor’s Manual is one outright bomb, and the 
amount of info on auditing, on preclears, on theory, on basic processes and 
on Life in that book amazed us when we saw it all add up to its book length.

An earlier manual, the H.C.A. Training Manual, a special edition of ABILITY 
(the one with the Tom Jefferson plaque on the green cover) is a different kind of 
book, published for a different purpose, which was for use in training and for 
the information of the H.A.S.I., H.D.R.F. memberships as to what the modern 
processes are, what the commands are and how they line up as a gradient scale 
of processes. It was meant to be a very extremely basic-essentials manual 
and is just that. The .new Co-Auditor’s Manual is something quite different.

Since the spring of ’50 people have been co-auditing all over the place.
As a matter of fact people have been co-auditing one way or another since the 
first person, wherever that was, who ever said, "Listen, I ’ve got a problem 
here." But In the spring of ’50 there were a lot of people all over the place 
who started listening a lot better than anyone .^ad.beep doing it before.

There has always been co-auditing from Book One, Dlanetics; The Modem 
Science of Mental Health.

There has been co-auditing on Advanced Procedures and Axioms (1951)> The 
Handbook For Preclears (l95l)> Self Analysis in Dianetics (195l) even "What 
to Audit" (’ 52) / Scientology 8-80 ( ’52) and Scientology 8-8008 (’53) have been 
somehow pressed into the service of co-auditing teams. D̂ianetics, 1955*" (l95**-)j 
has been the most success fill yet, since Book One, in the hands of co-auditors. 
That, and The Creation of Human Ability (195*0 > have been the standard texts 
for about a year (in terms of Dianetic and Scientology Central Time, a very 
long periodI)

But since Book One we have not had at hand a manual, specially designed 
and organized to a compactness of information on the hows and whys and whens 
of modem Scientology technology for the field irrespective of training - a 
manual for co-auditors.

There is another reason behind this book> and that is the modern H.C.A.
The Academy in Washington Tinder Dave Murray;and with close co-operation and 
supervision by L. Ron Hubbard, even while in London and by rather costly 
Atlantic Cable when necessary, has been making more and more advanced and 
superiorly trained and experienced auditors, and with such a rate of progress 
recently, that a gap is left between the "book-auditor’s" know-how and the H.C.A. 
student's know-how which is a big enough gap to make room for some sort of 
stepped-up program of pro-training, and to make room for a manual of that
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training. In several centers now the emphasis is going in the direction of 
BJSch.s, H.A.A.s and H.C.A.s giving coaching in their communities to people 
interested in auditing. The new manual actually overshoots the mark a bit on 
that important activity, and gives a more advanced range of technology than 
possibly it should. But what it does is to take the casual and perhaps the 
experienced non-trained Dianeticist and Scientologist (the general H.D.R.F. - 
H.A.S.I. membership) up to a point where he would enter an H.C.A. course of 
Academy or London quality with a maximum efficiency. The H.C.A. course will 
continue to begin at the beginning, regardless of any past training or ex
perience in the student, and a good reason for this, even if all students en
tering the H.C.A. course were D.Scn.s, Is that the "beginning" is starting out 
in basics, and the basics are the most interesting, the most powerful, the 
completely necessary base of any auditing situation.

The Co-Auditor’s Manual contains: (l) The basics - Definitions, Axioms, 
and the Rudiments of Auditing, (2) The Codes - The Auditor’s Code and why it’s 
there, (3) The processes, giving them in their correct and presentday form, plus 
a large amount of text on where the processes stem from the basic theory, why 
they are run, and how they are run, plus (k) many other things you’ll see 
when you get the book!.’!

It should please you to know that the production of this manual was 
horribly disturbed and upset and somewhat delayed by the decision to include in 
it much later and more top level material than was first planned.. During the 
preparation of the book the field started looking brighter and brighter and 
eagerer and adventurouser - so we ripped the governor off the gas pedal and 
let 'er go.

We’ll have them ready to ship about the same day you get this issue of 
ABILITY. Order as many as you want, and it’s a dollar a copy to subscribers 
to ABILITY.

NICHOLS STARTS GROUP INFO PLAN
Bob Nichols, D.D., D.Scn. has been working for a long time on a project, 

now ready for action, of a co-ordinated program for assisting Scientology cong
regations and groups. Bob has been sparking groups and congregations through
out the Mid-West as H.A.S.I. Communicator for that area, and has had some of 
the finest, .successes. We get reports from areas where Bob has been that he 
has built interest and assisted greatly all types of Scientology activities.

As 'he moved around among the big states of the Mid-West, Bob made a lot 
of good observations, listened to what people had to say, tested out many types 
of group activity, and watched how things were running, in order to see what 
kinds of plans worked best, and what would do the most in any area fastest.

Now in Washington, Bob is launching a program of group information, which 
is available both to Scientology congregations and to other Scientology groups.
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If you have a congregation or group, are a member of one, are thinking of 
starting a group, write to:

Rev. Bob Nichols 
Communicator 
SCIENTOLOGY 

Box 2k2
Silver Spring, Maryland

He'll send you the information on group programs that work, and answer 
your questions. Information on either type of group activity - the congregation 
or the H.A.S.I. registered Scientology group.

BASIC TEACHINGS COURSES
A trained Scientologist holding a certificate-in-force (H.C.A., H.A.A., 

B.SCN., D.SCN.) can get the students he coaches in his Basic Teachings of 
Scientology Course, which covers the rudiments of auditing and group auditing, 
certified. Anyone who successfully completes such a course can be certified 
as S.B.A. (Scientology Basic Auditor) or Spiritual Counselor. Anyone who does 
any auditing should have at least the Spiritual Counselor Certificate. You 
might want to show someone this identification rather than argue with them.
It defines the work you are doing - spiritual assistance, not psychotherapy.
This was previously called the Practitioner of Spiritual Healing, but has been 
changed, because an "authority" might be confused as to whether you were healing 
the spirit or the body. Actually you are healing the spirit, but when talking 
to a body this idea sometimes produces a Comm-lag.

To anyone, by the way, we recommend these Basic Teachings Courses. There 
are several already being given by auditors around the country. Probably the 
auditor nearest you is planning such a course. We know you'd be welcome in it, 
and the basics of Scientology are something you'll use both in auditing and in 
every-day life.

BROCHURE #1 AVAILABLE 
:•*■*•:# * * * * * * * *

The first of the- Scientology brochures for your use as something,to.hand 
'em (the general public) is ready and in stock and you can have these very nice 
looking little folders for only a very small amount in large quantity.

The next, §2, is at the compositors and should be ready in about a week - 
probably before you receive this notice. Write to the H.A.S.I., Boi 2k2, Silver 
Spring, Maryland, for a couple hundred, or any number you want, H.A.S.I. members 
will want to have these on hand, so that you can hand something acceptable and 
attractive to peqple who ask, or people who don’t ask,for that matter. The, print 
ing on these is very nice-looking. Will you please write to us for details, as 
we have several prices to offer depending on the quantity desired.
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For anyone who hasn’t used before the Scientology Tape Rental Library, 
here is your chance to choose whatever tape you want to start with. Here is 
the COMPLETE up-to-date list of all the-tapes available on the Rental Plan. A 
hundred people have told us the best way tp get these, is to start at the be
ginning and move right on through - that it builds up in a .very usable order 
of material.

Some use the plan on a weekly, some on a monthly basis, and some just 
buy the tapes at the very low price of $15.00 per two-hour reel,

THE TAPE RENTAL LIBRARY
(all reels are 7” diam., 3 3A  ips ., twin track)

(no discounts on Tape Rental Library)

$15.00 GETS YOU ONE REEL OF TAPE FROM THE RENTAL LIBRARY LIST. BUY AS 
MANY AS YOU WANT OF THESE - THEY ARE YOURS. WHEN YOU DECIDE TO EXCHANGE 
IT FOR ANOTHER ON THE RENTAL LIST SEND $1.50 WITH EACH REEL YOU WANT EX
CHANGED, AND WE WILL SEND YOU THE TAPE OR TAPES OF YOUR CHOICE.

THE HPC LECTURES

Of importance to the modern professional Scientologist and of interest to 
anyone in the field.

o 553C26HPC - AXIOM 51 - In the absence of awareness of awareness there 
55^C02HPC is no intention to communicate. In the absence of the

intention to communicate there is no communication. This 
is the difference between life and mud.

- AXIOM 51 IN ACTION - The creation and uncreation of energy 
and masses by postulate: knowingness; and communication.

o 55301^-HPC - THE ONLY ONE - The mechanics and solution of -the occluded 
55!+C09HPC case.

- A NSW UNDERSTANDING OF THE SIX BASIC PROCESSES - How to 
discover with precision and raise the reality level of the 
preclear using the various "Think a Thought" processes.

o 55j+C16HFC - SERVICE FACSIMILE - Its handling by modern auditing. 
55^C23HPC - THINKINGNESS - Thought is basic to all of Life: change of 

thinkingness is basic to all successful- auditing.
o 55^C30HPC - OWNERSHIP PROCESSING - The creation of persistence and 

555C07HPC unpersistence in any condition or universe.
- MEANINGNESS - The basic formula for happiness - a new process.

o 555C14HPC - THE TONE SCALE - An important new understanding of the tone 
553C02PLS scale.

- EFFICIENCY -‘ An understanding of efficiency invterms of 
Thought, Emotion and Effort.
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0 553C16pls
553C23PLS

PUBLIC LECTURE AND

0 552C02PLS
PPS

0 552C09PLS
PPS

0 552C23PLS
PPS

0 553C09PLS

PPS
0 553C30PLS

PPS
0 55^co6pls

PPS
0 55tol3PLS

PPS
0 55^C20PLS

PPS
0 55^C27pls

PPS
0 555C01+PLS

PPS
0 555C11PLS

PPS

- KNOWINGNESS Two public lectures suitable for a
- COMM-LAG technical introduction.
PROCESSING SERIES'

- ALCOHOLISM (a discussion of solutionsl)
- Session: Variation on Six Basic Processes
- MIRACLES (an inspired lecture on the successes of a prac
tical religion)

- Session: Control of Body, Think a Thought
- ABILITY: The Keynote of Scientology
- Session: "Find a Mystery"
- HEALTH AND CERTAINTY (here is one lecture on health that 
is not about illness)

- Session: Only One, Things Real and Unreal
- CONQUERED TERRITORY (a summary of the achievements and 
directions of Scientology)

- Session: Making Things Real and Unreal
- THE SECOND DYNAMIC (must be heard to be understood)
- Session: "What could you say to — "
- EIGHT DYNAMICS (politicians take note)
- Session: "Find Present Time"
- PARA SCIENTOLOGY (or things that go "boomp" in the night)
- Session: "Change and not Change" (splitting universes)
- GRAY DIANETICS (all medicos should hear this)
- Session: "Something you could say to...” and "Ownership"
- CAUSE AND EFFECT (some new data on the communication formula)
- Session: "Cause and Effect"
- OPERATION MANUAL FOR THE MIND
- Session: "Enchantment" Processing

FUBLIC LECTURE SERIES, LONDON
Here are Ron’s lectures that brought standing room only, overflowing 
crowd response in London.

o 5510C08A 
5510C08B

Introductory Lecture with Historical Comment by L. Ron Hubbard 
"The Intentions of Man"

o 5510C15A - "How Good You Can Get" 
5510C15B - "The Dynamics"

o 5510C22A - "The Goodness of Man" 
5510C22B - "The Soul, Good or Evil"

AXIOM 5 ENERGY CONSISTS OF POSTULATED PARTICLES IN SPACE
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DAVE MURRAY INVITES: ALL D .SCN.S!i!
Not satisfied •with, the offer previously given in ABILITY, Dean of Scien

tology David Murray, director of training at the Academy in Washington, extends 
to all D.Scn.s with certificates-in-force a better one.

ABILITY Magazine is now pleased to announce that there will be NO CHARGE 
for D.Scn.s who come to the Academy for a two-week refresher and modernization 
course in basic theory and the practicalities of today’s auditing, conducting a 
practice, conducting a congregation and the answers to how to assist individuals 
and groups in the community at fastest optimum.

D.Scn.s, this is your invitation and we look forward to seeing you. We 
are certain you will be pleased you came. Come,in:-and repair the ravages of 
weeks and months in the field where many of you, we know, are operating solo.
It sure is a pleasure to get in for your annual or semi-annual refresher course 
and to chew the fat with some of your old class mates, and you’ll have a chance 
to get some of this modern auditing for a change! Of course, you’ll be doing 
some as well as getting.

D.Scn.s are requested to WRITE IN ADVANCE about coming in for this re
fresher course to:

David W. Murray, Dean
• The Academy of Religious Arts and Sciences 

1845 "R" Street, N.W.
Washington, D.C.

You're all welcome - but not all at once!!!!!

T H E  L O N D O N  L E C T U R E S
Five days a week, the Academy staff and students, and the staff at the 

Hubbard Guidance Center listen to an hour of the latest from Ron. These lec
tures are among the finest, ever heard, and they are the most advanced Scien
tology ever released. They' are the most basic and the most elementary lectures 
we’ve ever heard, and the most advanced.

They include a series of lectures to the public and the class lectures 
of the 4th London A.C.C.

Along with some very important newly noticed and newly codified infor
mation about Khowingness and solutions to problems about Khowingness which have 
no record anywhere of being either noticed or solved before, there is more 
auditing know-how in these lectures than Ron has ever given before.

Many, many of the practicalities of auditing come in here, and some of 
these things are the terribly simple, almost idiotically obvious points of 
procedure that have not been codified before because of that obviousness.
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They are among the things that make Ron’s auditing so deceptively lucky as to 
result. Auditors everywhere have been saying for years, "Now just what the 
blankety-blank IS it that makes Ron's auditing so blankety-blank effective?
There must be some trick he uses that we never notice." Etc., etc.

Now we find that one of the tricks Ron uses when he audits is that when 
he audits he audits! The whole secret of this is so simple it's almost ri
diculous to mention - the Rudiments of Auditing.

It's just, how to get a preclear into session and keep the session in 
session and how to keep in there auditing every minute. That's the Rudiments. 
Interestingly it explains why sometimes the best auditors have had no luck at 
all in auditing the people closest to them - parents, husbands, wives, etc. The 
reason was that there was "no auditor present".'

As these tapes on the advanced data of Scientology and the practicalities 
of auditing become available to you, by sale or rental plan, we will announce 
them in ABILITY. You'll like them!

NICHOLS-JOSLYN MARRIAGE PERFORMED BY DR. YOUNG
On Sunday November 6 , 1955, at the Church of Scientology of Washington,

D.C., with the Rev. William H. Young, Bishop of the Church, D.D., D.Scn., 
officiating, a very nice wedding took place with a huge crowd for the Church 
quarters at 1826 "R" Street, N.W., Washington, D.C.

Your editor covered the event and will attempt to give the required in
formation. The dress worn very prettily by Elaine Joslyn (now Nichols) was a 
nice color of pthylocynine blue, rather luminous, and wore some flowers which 
I forget the name of, but liked. Of course, your Society Editor instantly 
recognized the material of the bride's dress to be Florentine Faille, her 
scarf to be white chiffon, and her slippers and handbag to be silver brocade.
The hat a white sequined bendeaux.

Never having covered a wedding before the editor was much more nervous 
than the bride, the groom, and perhaps anyone else in the place. Bob Nichols, 
D.Scn., D.D., the groom, wore a light suit and a bow tie and came down the aisle 
like a combination of a casual Fred Astair and Frank Sinatra. Charlie Putnam, 
Bill Fisk, and Charlie Keaton were running all over the place being photographers 
and popping G.E. bulbs in every direction. Being amateurs they weren't invisible 
as wedding photogs are supposed to be.

Bill Young looked terrific up front, and this editor had a fleeting moment 
of reassurance that someone else around here was jittery, but it turned out that 
Bill was calm at least as a Minister, if not as an Arch-Bishop, is expected to be.

Bride Elaine's brother Earl Wood, H.C.A., and minister of the Church of 
Scientology, read a terrific short poem by Gibran from "The Prophet." Then 
Bishop Yeung performed.the ceremony, a very wonderful one written by Ron for
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Scientology weddings, and they both said, "I do", several times and then every
one went across the street to the Academy throwing rice down on the Nichols’ 
heads, and your editor's and everyone else's.

The CAKE was a masterpiece built by the best firm of Washington caterers 
by phone direction from Earl Wood. It was a very simple design of two solid 
looking triangular shapes, the smaller one on top of the larger, with a minimum 
of decoration except for a very fine modeling within the general lines of the 
design. Admirable job.

ABILITY wishes to congratulate Elaine and Bob and wish them a wonderful 
future for themselves, and to say also that we are very glad to have them with 
us as fellow Scientologists (Elaine's an H.C.A., Bob a veteran auditor and 
D.Scn.).

And Bill is to be, and is, congratulated for a fine ceremony, the best 
we ever saw.

YOU MAY HAVE NOTICED IT:

Tapes are now of better quality. Masters recently recorded on our New 
Ampex tape recorder at 3 3A  ips have assured a new uniformity of listening 
quality. Though our library has many good original recordings, the production 
masters which are all recorded at 3 3A  ips were not so hot. These production 
masters or "Brood Mothers", as we call them, will,when the Ampex returns from 
England, be redone insuring better tapes all around. For the moment though, 
all recent tapes made at the Academy and most of those now coming from England 
have a sound which is pleasing to the listener, more highly intelligible and 
if one has a high fidelity tape player these tapes will be discovered to be of 
the superb quality necessary to the term HIGH FIDELITY.

MORE NEWS
The Main drawback to high speed tape production has been the upper limit 

to the frequencies being recorded by our copy machines from the master as it 
was going along at high speed. This has been solved. The H.A.S.I. has acquired 
a new series of recording heads which were recklessly adapted to the present 
machines and LO, and BEHOLD, copies were discovered to be as good as our new 
Ampex recorded Production MastersJ

Though several machines remain to be adapted the H.A.S.I. is in a position 
to guarantee that all orders for recent lectures will be done on the new set
up. An additional change in machinery involving the recording of both tracks 
on a reel at the same moment has so improved production that the new Academy 
Lecture Series plus the new series being assembled from Ron's lectures to the 
•A.C.C.‘in London (but not yet available) will be lower in cost. AS OF THIS 
DATE TAPES ARE NOT ONLY BETTER BUT CHEAPER TO BUY. The saving amounts to $2.00 
on a two hour reel such as listed on the following page:
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0 558C30ARS A: RUGGED INDIVIDUALISM List Price
B: R2-U6: "Union Station" $18.00

0 558C23ARS A: The Auditor's Public List Price
B: Axiom 53: "The Axiom $18.00

of the Stable Datum"
AND THE LATEST TO BE RELEASED:

0 559C1UARS A: THE UNKNOWN DATUM - a List Price
MEST shaking lecture. $18.00

B: Postulates 1,2,3 and 1* -
a new understanding of 
AXIOM 36.

We pondered long on the release of the above tape. Had we in Scientology, 
as Ron states at the outset of this tape, possibly reached a level of understand
ing which could not be communicated to a student? Research and Investigation 
assures us that this stuff can be communicated with success, great success. It 
is, therefore, with enthusiasm (and seme relief) that we bring you this exciting 
new tape which has been sitting like- a bomb in our midst these last weeks.

m ----- NOTICE..... U f

THE FOLLOWING TAPES HAVE BEEN REMOVED FROM THE RENTAL LIBRARY.
Numbers 1, 2, and 3 of the PUBLIC PROCESSING SERIES as listed in ABILITY 

Major 5 (Jefferson Memorial on cover). In view of the sustained general interest 
in these tapes they will be available as a package for $50 (list price).

In place of these add the following NEW rental tapes:

LONDON PUBLIC LECTURE SERIES:

0 5510C08 - A: Introductory Lecture with 
Hubbard.

5510C08 - B: "The Intentions of Man"

0 5510C15 - A: "How Good You Can Get"
5510C15 - B: "The Dynamics"

0 5510C22 - A: "The Goodness of Man"
5510C22 - B: "The Soul, Good or Evil"

AXIOM 6 . OBJECTS CONSIST OF GROUPED PARTICLES.

AXIOM 7. TIME IS BASICALLY A POSTULATE THAT SPACE AND PARTICLES WILL PERSIST.
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THE NEW "AMERICAN. PERSONALITY ANALYSIS"
THE HUBBARD GUIDANCE CENTER

Director of the Center, Dr. Julia Lewis, D.D., D.Scn., will announce in 
the next issue of ABILITY (issue 17) the arrangements under which professional 
auditors can. get for their use in practice and in training the new American 
Personality Analysis.

The test has been in use at the Guidance Center for some time now, and 
has been smoothed out and perfected by Dr. Lewis. It has proven itself to be 
an extremely valuable check on the conditions of students, personnel and pre
clears before-and-after processing. It contains, for the professional Scien
tologist especially many, many tips on the faster result with the individual 
thus tested. It is, of course, extremely valuable for your "case files".

These tests are of a type that only a registered "psychologist" has been 
in the past able to get. Dr. Lewis has worked on the project of getting good 
tests into the field for use by auditors for many months, in addition to her 
very demanding job as Director of Processing at the Center in Phoenix and now 
Washington. One of a very few really excellent psychometrics experts in the 
country today, Dr. Lewis is long experienced in every kind of testing, and is 
one of the earliest and most successful professional auditors, in Dianetics 
from its beginning, and in Scientology from its beginning also.

Julia is directing an extremely fine Guidance Center today, the best ever, 
and some of us who got some of the staff processing she gave in her first months 
with the staff in Phoenix could well wish that Julia had more time today from 
her duties as director - we'd like to get some sessions from her again. She’s 
good!

For information on the tests, see the next (issue 17) ABILITY.

For information about intensives (one-week or three-week), write:

Dr. Julia Lewis, Director 
HUBBARD GUIDANCE CENTER :

2315 15th St., N.W.
Washington, D.C.

"SUNBURST CROSS", OFFICIAL FOR MINISTERS, GOES INTO PRODUCTION.'.' I!
IN PURE SILVER, TEN DOLLARS LESS THAN'' ORIGINAL TENTATIVE PRICE

The new minister's insignia we told you about in Issue 14 is now in the 
hands of an admiring Washington designer (he says it's one of the most beautiful 
things he's ever seen of its kind); it's being cast and a small number of crosses 
might be available before Christmas. As the die-makers are very busy at this 
season, our man says he doesn't want to promise Christmas delivery, but he will 
definitely, do it if he can.
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Not being jewelry experts ourselves, our prediction on what the price would 
be for a pure silver cross of the size we wanted was $10.50 OVER the price we find 
can charge for this beautiful cross. Available only to ministers of the Church 
of Scientology and the Church of American Science (that .of course includes D.D.s), 
the crosses will cost $1 6.50, including the taxation upon such items. One version, 
one price. This includes a sterling silver chain for all crosses.

They are all silver (sterling), and there will be no plated or simulated- 
silver versions, as these turned out to cost the same and to be inferior in 
beauty to the all-sterling-silver.

Very handsome for street or formal wear, this cross has a distinction that 
sets it apart from mere costume jewelry or ordinary crosses. The model of this 
cross is the one that Ron discovered in Arizona, and which came from a very an
cient Spanish mission. Three inches high and two inches wide. It is at once 
ornate and.simple, has eight points, a true eight-dynamic Scientology cross.

Send your order to Scientology, Box 2h2} Silver Spring, Maryland, giving 
the date and place of your ordination so that we can find it easily.

We now have a distinctive insignia which gets away from collars-on-back
wards . A simple design in pure silver.

-W-H-E-R-E T-H-E-Y A-R-E-
Ron's in London (see page l)...the enthusiasm there is reported to be tremendous 
and productive of a superior British Scientology advance and stability...Director 
of Training of London H.A.S.I., Jack Parkhouse, D.Scn., is busier than ten jet 
pilots doing the tapes, assisting Ron in the instruction, editing CERTAINTY, 
keeping up the mail line, and getting the tapes off to Washington still fresh... 
Mary Sue and Diana, "Tinny-Tin" and Suzette are happy in London in the middle 
of it all...H.A.S.I.A. (Melbourne, Australia) John Farrell, reports the head
quarters there, two buildings, leased by Scientology Australia, is just about all 
in order with volunteers doing painting carpeting, furniture, and all kinds of 
improvements, the location being in what we hear is a very good one for Melbourne 
activity, with a separate building for the Church and Assembly Hall right on the 
premises - "still a lot of work to do, but getting in very good shape” say John 
and Tuck.'. .From New Zealand, Michael Burke reports many new communication lines 
are going into operation, including a Down Under Scientology publication for the 
membership and others interested called "YOURS”...John McCormick in San Diego 
continues smoothly his church activities and auditor-coaching and group processing 
program - H e ’s been doing a fine job from the very beginning...Chicago, a five 
D.Scn. area, has plenty of activity of groups and individual processing, auditor 
coaching and H.C.A. Training - Ival Mainard, Rick Mauerer, Roman Mazurek, Jerry 
Rnowlton and Wing Angell (recently joining the Chicago activity) are the five 
D.Scn.s...Up in New York City, with the new branch of the Founding Church of 
Scientology now established, the auditors are taking another look at the place, 
which keeps being necessary with a jernt the size of Gotham...D.Scn. Stan 
Stromfeld is here in Washington with us for a few weeks. He’s been Bitting in
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on Dave Murray's H.C.A. Course...H.C.A. Glen Sisson reports he's getting along 
fine, and very busy with auditing in Farkdale, Colorado.. .D.Sen. A1 Kozak is in 
Washington having a ball with the H.C.A, says the modernization plan is terrific 
-he's contributing and getting some fine auditing, and with Dave plus Ron's 
London lectures plus the class he's just like we said —  having a ball...Newly
wed Rev. Bob NichoDs D.D., D.Scn., a famous Phoenix and Mid-West H.A.S.I. Commu
nicator, is now doing some good stuff for the Scientology here...H.C.A. Elaine 
Nichols (also a minister in Scientology) is at present helping out on the office 
routine of the Academy.. .Alphia Hart of Enid,- Oklahoma, must be congratulated 
on the "new look" of the "Aberee".. .Also to be congratulated for its "new dress" 
is the British Dianetic Review...Burke Belknap, D.D., D.Scn., is returning to 
his Phoenix address, where he will practice. We wish him the best in everything.
We know Burke will be one busy Scientologist there, and Phoenix is fortunate to 
have him! (see his announcement in back section of this issue.)...Recent Academy 
Graduate, H.A.A. Bill Lenardson is up in Boston with the tryouts of the new Julie 
Harris play - we wish them a big hit when they take the show to Broadway!...ABILITY 
congratulates D.Scn Ival Mainard on founding the new Church of Scientology of 
Illinois, and for "the good job he has been doing all along...Up in Connecticut, 
the Halperns (Dick and Jan) and the Steins (Sylvan and Lois) are also founding 
the new Stamford Church of American Science... .congrats to all four.'
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(members discounts apply)
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THE CREATION OF HUMAN ABILITY 
by L. Ron Hubbard

Pocket Size, Leatherette Binding, Gold Edges 
contains:

The 75 processes of Route One (Exteriorized) 
and Route Two (in or out)

COMPLETE: Standard Operating Procedure 8 (Certainty Processing) 
Standard Operating Procedure 8-C 

Formulas and Steps (The Rehabilitation of the Human Spirit)
"Short 8"

Ten group processing sessions 
THE AXIOMS OF SCIENTOLOGY 

THE FACTORS
Price: $5.00, from HASI, Box 242, Silver Spring, Maryland- 

Shipped the day yohr order arrives
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How to Live Though An Executive— -$3.00
Handbook For Preclears and

Chart Of Attitudes----— — - 2.50
Scientology:8-8008--------------- • 2.50
Dianetics: The Original Thesis---  2.75
Dianetics: The Modern Science-

of Mental Health--- -— — — - 4.00

Key To The Unconscious---------- $2.50
History of Man--- ------------ —  2.50
Scientology: 8-80-------- — -----3.00
Self Analysis----------------   2.50
Science of Survival-------------- 5.00
Child Dianetics-----------------  2.75
Qn Auditing (Courtis)-— -----r—  2.50
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By L. Ron Hubbard: *
"DIANETICS, 1955.'" • *

The basic book on COMMUNICATION and the use of communication in Life * 
and in auditing. The first book of the Communication Formula, complete * 

and the use of "comm-lag" and Two-Way Communication. *
Price: $3*75 from *

H.D.R.F. *
Box 2k2 *

Silver Spring, Maryland, U.S.A. *
CREATIVE LEARNING 

By Silcox and Mainard
Written in Britain by two teachers in the British school system, 

this book is a combination of scholarly discourse, 
acceptable to the teaching profession, and excellent and practical 

♦Scientology, useful for anyone doing work in schools or in children's groups.*
* Contains some very fine processing sessions for the classroom *
* compiled by L. Ron Hubbard, Jr. *
*
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By L. Ron Hubbard:
DIANETICS: THE EVOLUTION OF A SCIENCE 
The first popular work on Dianetics 

$1.00 per copy to ABILITY subscribers and all 
H.D.R.F., H.A.S.I. Members. $2.00 to all others.

.'.'.'Coming Next!,'.'
THE CO-AUDITOR'S MANUAL OF SCIENTOLOGY 

As developed by L. RON HUBBARD, Founder, and prepared for use in 
cp-auditing by JOHN SANBORN, Editor of ABILITY Magazine.

$1.00 per copy to ABILITY subscribers and all 
__H.D.R.F,t.H.A.S.I.^Members. m$2.00 to all others..........

MEMBERSHIPS -- H.A.S.I. (and H.D.R.F.)
$8.50 for a General Membership —  one year 

$25.00 for a Special or Professional Membership —  one year 
$35.00 for a Family (married couple) Special Membership —  one year

General gets you:
ABILITY Magazine, CERTAINTY Magazine (produced in London),

10$ discount on books and tapes.
Special and Professional Memberships get you:

ABILITY, CERTAINTY, THE PROFESSIONAL AUDITOR'S BULLETINS 
from Ron in London, and 20$ discount on books and tapes.
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ADS IN ABILITY
Advertisements for Professional Dianeticists and Scientologists and 

registered groups and Church announcements are available at: 
$50.00 (full page), $30.00 (half page), $20.00 (quarter page), 
$10.00 (sixth page), and $5.00 (minimum insertion). Apply to:

John Sanborn 
Editor 
Box 2k2

Silver Spring, Maryland
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* THE ACADEMY OF RELIGIOUS ARTS AND SCIENCES *
* 1845 "R" Street, N.W. *
* Washington, D.C. *
*  *
* H.C.A. Course *
* Classes begin every Monday vith Indoctrination Week. *
* Write in advance, please, and arrive a few days early whenever possible. *
* The course is eight weeks, and is taught personally by the *
* Dean of the Academy, David W. Murray, D.D., D.Scn. *
*
* Tuition •-- $500.00 *

*
* H.A.A., Course *
* Taught by Mary Stimpert, D.D., D.Scn. , the H.A.A. is an advanced course *
* for qualified auditors holding H.C.A. Certificates and considerable *
* experience in practice. *
* Tuition •-- $285.00 *
* CHURCH OF SCIENTOLOGY * *
* Carnegie Hall - Studio 152 * MINISTERS.’ CONGREGATIONS.’ *
* 154 W. 57th Street * GROUP le a d e r s: *
* RICHARD F. STEVES, D.D. * For the best and latest in *
* Circle 7-4758 * information and tips on *
* CHURCH SERVICE EVERY SUNDAY * conducting the successful *
* at 8:00 P.M. * Scientology Congregations or Groups, *
* 152 Carnegie Hall * *
* BASIC TEACHINGS OF SCIENTOLOGY ' * Write: *
* 7:30 to 10:00 P.M., Mon., Wed., Fri. * *
* Course fee $5*00 per week or * Bob Nichols *
* $2.'50 per meeting * i SCIENTOLOGY *
* 152 CARNEGIE HALL * Box 242 . *
* PERSONAL GUIDANCE * Silver Spring, Maryland *
* call Circle 7-4758 * *
* -■ ■CO-AUDITING TEAMS * This service is free of charge *
* organized and personally coached * *

* * THE ETHICAL GUIDANCE CENTER *
* * of *
* INCREASE YOUR ABILITY TO LIVE * THE CHURCH OF AMERICAN SCIENCE *
* * 55 Forest Street *
* Write to: * Stamford, Connecticut *
* * Telephone Stamford: Fireside 8-6879 *
* BURKE BELKNAP * Intensives - Hourly Processing *
* 350 E. Montebello * H.C.A. Training *
* Phoenix, Arizona * Church Services: *
* * Sunday Mornings at 10:30 *
* for information regarding processing * GEORGE RICHARD HALPERN *
* * D.D., D.Scn., F.Scn. *
* (Please do not come in for * SYLVAN H. STEIN, D.D., D.Scn. *
* processing without writing * ELLEN-JANE L. HALPERN, D.D., D.Scn. #
* for an appointment.) * For information and full details *
* * Write: *
* * LOIS ANDERSON STEIN, Secretary *
y X XXX•#X* * * l t  X M X M X  * # * # # * X H # * * X X X  XXXXXXX-XXX
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